We introduce a new construction of error-correcting codes from algebraic curves over finite fields. Modular curves of genus g → ∞ over a field of size q 2 0 yield nonlinear codes more efficient than the linear Goppa codes obtained from the same curves. These new codes now have the highest asymptotic transmission rates known for certain ranges of alphabet size and error rate. Both the theory and possible practical use of these new record codes require the development of new tools. On the theoretical side, establishing the transmission rate depends on an error estimate for a theorem of Schanuel applied to the function field of an asymptotically optimal curve. On the computational side, actual use of the codes will hinge on the solution of new problems in the computational algebraic geometry of curves.
PROLOGUE
In this section we first review the construction and properties of Goppa codes, to put our work in its context. We then define our new nonlinear codes and give lower bounds on their minimal distance. We conclude this section by stating lower bounds on the size of our codes and comparing our codes' parameters with those of Goppa codes. In the next section we prove the bounds claimed in the Introduction. In the final section we discuss theoretical and computational questions raised by our construction, and show how to solve these problems for the nonlinear codes obtained from rational curves.
Review: algebro-geometric (Goppa) codes
Fix a finite field k of q = p α elements. Let C be a projective, smooth, irreducible algebraic curve of genus g defined over k, with N rational points. To any divisor D on C of degree < N , Goppa ([9] , see also [16] error-detection rate δ = d/N of Goppa's codes are related by
This lower bound improves as N/g increases. How large can N/g get as g → ∞? An upper bound is
(Drinfeld-Vlȃduţ [1] ). We say a curve of genus g → ∞ is "asymptotically optimal" if it has at least (q 1/2 − 1 − o(1)) g rational points over k. If α is even, i.e., if q 0 := √ q is an integer, then modular curves of various flavors -classical (elliptic), Shimura, or Drinfeld -attain
[ 11, 17] , and are thus asymptotically optimal. Therefore if q = q 2 0 there exist arbitrarily long linear codes over k with
and this is the best that can be obtained from (1) . Once q 0 7, these codes improve on the Gilbert-Varshamov bound for suitable R, δ.
Actual construction of these codes requires explicit equations for C. The definitions of modular curves do not readily yield useful equations, but in recent years many families of modular curves have been given by O(log g) explicit equations in O(log g) variables, each equation of degree O(log g). See [2] for classical and Shimura curves, [3] for further Shimura curves, and [5, 6, 4, 16] for Drinfeld modular curves. Using the resulting codes for error-resistant communication also requires polynomial-time decoding of any word at distance < d/2 from a codeword; this and more has also been recently accomplished [10, 15] .
The new nonlinear codes
The Goppa codes generalize the Reed-Solomon codes, which are the special case where C is a projective line P 1 (so g = 0). In this special case, the Goppa code can be identified with the space of polynomials of degree at most deg (D) in one variable, interpreted as words by evaluation at each element of k. 2 Our new idea is to replace these polynomials by rational functions of bounded degree, say degree h. Since a rational function of degree h is determined by two polynomials of degree h, we expect that h will play a role comparable to half the degree of the divisor D used to construct a Goppa code. The notions of a rational function and its degree extend to curves C of arbitrary genus. Given C with N rational points, we thus define C0(h) for any h < N/2 as follows: C0(h) consists of the rational functions f on C, defined over k, such that deg(f ) h. To give C0(h) the structure of an error-correcting code, choose an enumeration (P1, . . . , PN ) of the k-rational points of C, and identify f with the N -tuple
of values of f at points of C. Since f may have poles on some Pi, some f (Pi) values may be ∞. Thus the alphabet for our new code C0(h) is not a finite field but a set of size q + 1, the projective line k ∪ {∞} = P 1 (k) over the finite field k. In other words, we are identifying a function f with its graph as a map from C to P 1 (k), just as a polynomial in the Reed-Solomon code was identified with its graph as a map from k to k. It is readily seen (Prop. 1 below) that if f1, f2 are distinct rational functions of degrees h1, h2 on C then f1(P ) = f2(P ) holds for at most h1 + h2 points P of C. Therefore C0(h) has minimal distance at least N − 2h. In particular, since we assume h < N/2, different functions of degree h yield different words in C0(h).
More generally, let D be a divisor of degree zero on C. For each h < N/2 we define CD(h) to be the set of rational sections of degree h of the line bundle LD associated to D. That is, CD(h) consists of the zero function together with the nonzero rational functions f on C whose divisor (f ) is of the form E − D for some divisor E whose positive and negative parts each have degree at most h. To give CD(h) the structure of an error-correcting code, choose for each krational point Pi of C a rational function ϕ i whose divisor has the same order at Pi as D, and identify each CD(h) with the N -tuple
Different choices of ϕ i yield isomorphic codes (Lemma 1 below). In particular, if D = 0 we recover our earlier definition of C0(h) by setting each ϕ i = 1. We shall see in Prop. 1 that here, too, any two distinct rational sections of degrees h1, h2 agree on at most h1 + h2 points, so C0(h) has minimal distance at least N − 2h, and f can be recovered uniquely from the N -tuple (6). Linearly equivalent divisors yield isomorphic codes (Lemma 2), so D can be regarded as a degree-zero divisor modulo linear equivalence, i.e., as an element of the Jacobian JC of C.
Size of the codes; comparison with Goppa
Let M (h, C) be the average size of CD(h) as D varies over JC :
2 More precisely, the Goppa codes for g = 0 are extended Reed-Solomon codes of length q + 1, with one coordinate for each element of k, and an additional coordinate for the leading coefficient, corresponding to evaluation at the point at infinity of P 1 .
We shall show (Thm. 1) that if C is an asymptotically optimal curve then, for each
the estimate
holds as long as 2h/N > ρ. The threshold (8) is low enough to allow all ratios h/N for which the estimate (9) exceeds 1.
In particular, if 2h g, our codes have on average
times as many words as the Goppa codes of the same length and designed minimal distance must have by Riemann-Roch.
With a somewhat longer argument we show (Thm. 2) that the same estimate holds for each individual CD(h), but with a higher threshold ρ 1 (q) defined below (equations 73,75).
We cannot simply conclude that our codes transmit asymptotically log (q + 1)/q more bits per letter than Goppa's, because our alphabet size is larger by 1 than that of the Goppa codes. A direct comparison would require Goppa codes over a field of q + 1 elements. But it is rare that q and q + 1 are both prime powers (one of them must be a power of 2, the other a Mersenne or Fermat prime); and they can never both be squares. Nevertheless we claim that a fair comparison can be made, and shows our codes to be better in a range of parameters that includes all the Goppa codes that improve on Gilbert-Varshamov.
We base this claim on two observations. First, if a code over an alphabet of q + 1 letters is as good as a Goppa code, its parameters should obey the relation obtained by extrapolating (4) to an alphabet of size q + 1, that is,
By (9), our codes' parameters satisfy
This improves on (11) as long as
This condition holds for all (R, δ) for which (11) is better than the Gilbert-Varshamov bound.
For a second approach, instead of extrapolating Goppa codes to alphabets of size q+1, we degrade our codes by artificially reducing the alphabet size to q. To do this, we choose for each i = 1, . . . , N a forbidden letter ai ∈ P 1 (k), and consider only words w ∈ CD(h) such that wi = ai for every i. If the ai are chosen independently at random from P 1 (k), the expected number of such words w is q/(q +1) N · #(CD(h)).
These words constitute a code of length N and minimal distance N − 2h over an alphabet of size q. But by (9) the size of this code is within a subexponential factor exp(o(N )) of q 2h−g , the Riemann-Roch lower bound on the number of words in the Goppa code with the same alphabet size, length, and designed distance! Since an average degradation of CD(h) is thus asymptotically as good as a Goppa code, we may justifiably claim that CD(h) itself is better than Goppa.
PROOFS
We establish the lower bound N −2h on the minimal distance of CD(h), the independence of CD(h) of the choice of ϕ i , and the isomorphism CD(h) ∼ = C D ′ (h) when the degree-zero divisors D, D ′ are linearly equivalent. We then prove the asymptotic formula (9) for M (h, C), and indicate how to modify our analysis to estimate the size of individual codes CD(h).
The distance bound
Proposition 1. Let D be a divisor of degree 0 on a curve C over k, and suppose f1, f2 are distinct sections of LD of degrees h1, h2. Then the words associated to f1, f2 by (6) agree on at most h1 + h2 coordinates. In particular, CD(h) has minimal distance at least N − 2h.
Proof. We may assume that the fj are nonzero. Let E1, E2 be the divisors (f1) + D, (f2) + D. These Ej are degree-0 divisors whose positive and negative parts E + j , E − j each have degree hj . Set f = f1 − f2, a nonzero rational function on C. If f1, f2 agree on the i-th coordinate then Pi is either a pole of both ϕ i f 1 and ϕ i f 2 or a zero of ϕ i f . Let (14) and m = #(S). Then the negative part of the degree-zero di-
, and thus has degree at most h1 + h2 − m. Thus the positive part of D + (f ) also has degree at most h1 + h2 − m. Hence there are at most h1 + h2 − m choices of i for which (ϕ i f )(Pi) = 0. Since there are m common poles, we deduce that the words associated to f1, f2 have at most (h1 +h2 −m)+m = h1 +h2 common coordinates, as claimed. Lemma 
Easy isomorphisms

All choices of ϕ i in (6) yield equivalent codes.
Proof. Let ψi be any other choice, and set θi = ψi/ϕ i . Then θi is a rational function on C with neither pole nor zero at Pi. Thus using ψi instead of ϕ i in (6) multiplies the i-th coordinate of every word by the nonzero scalar θi(Pi), for each i. Since each coordinate is changed by a permutation of the alphabet k ∪ {∞}, an equivalent code results. Some remarks on automorphisms: for nonzero θ ∈ k we have an isomorphism f → θf from CD(h) to itself. Thus the multiplicative group k * acts on CD(h). For general C, D, h we expect that this is the full automorphism group of CD(h). By comparison, the Goppa codes, being linear, have many more automorphisms: translation by any codeword, as well as scalar multiplication. Like the Goppa codes, our CD(h) can inherit more symmetries from automorphisms of C and/or k. Thus if C has an automorphism taking D to a divisor linearly equivalent to D then CD(h) inherits this automorphism by Lemma 2. In particular, every automorphism of C acts in C0(h). Likewise, if C, D can be defined over a subfield k0 of k then Gal(k/k0) acts on CD(h). Finally, C0(h) also has automorphisms by the group PGL2(k), which acts on P 1 (k) by fractional linear transformations. Indeed, each γ ∈ PGL2(k) yields the automorphism f → γ • f of C0(h). These automorphisms have no Goppa-code analogue.
The average size
This requires more work. For instance, the functions in C0(h) can be regarded the elements of height h of the function field k(C). By a function-field analogue of a theorem of Schanuel [13] , announced by Serre [14, p.19 ] and proved by DiPippo [12] and Wan [18] (independently but in the same way), for any genus-g curve C over k the number of such elements is asymptotic to
as h → ∞, where LC is the L-function of the curve (defined below). We shall see later that
if C is an asymptotically optimal curve. The same formula can be obtained for the number of rational sections of LD of degree at most h. But we need formulas valid not for h → ∞ but for h < N/2, and this requires explicit and sufficiently small error terms in the asymptotic formula (15) .
It is enough to count the elements of CD(h)−CD(h−1), which are rational sections f of LD of degree exactly h. These are the functions whose divisors are of the form E + − E − − D where E + , E − are effective divisors of degree exactly h with disjoint supports. Necessarily E + −E − is linearly equivalent to D. Conversely, for each ordered pair (E + , E − ) of degree-h effective divisors with disjoint supports such that
Now it is easy to count pairs (D + , D − ) of effective divisors of degree n without the additional condition of disjoint supports: the count is M 2 n , where Mn is the number of effective divisors of degree n. But each such pair (D
where A0 = 1, and for h = 1, 2, 3, . . . we define
which is the number of pairs (E + , E − ) of effective divisors of degree h and disjoint supports. The identity (17) states that the sequence {M 2 n } is the convolution of {Mn} with
where
This leads us to study the functions Z1(z), Z2(z).
Now Z1(z) is closely related to the zeta function ζC of C, defined by
Indeed
It is known that LC (s), the L-function of C, is a polynomial of degree 2g in q −s , of the form
where the λj, the "eigenvalues of Frobenius" for C, are g conjugate pairs of complex numbers, all of absolute value q 1/2 . (This is the "Riemann hypothesis" for LC , here a celebrated theorem of Weil.) Hence
This yields the exact formula
It follows that Z2(z) has a simple pole at z = q −2 with residue
and no other singularities except for simple poles at z = q with residue
and no other poles with |z| < q −1/2 , whence
as h → ∞.
It is further known that #(JC) is given by the formula
("Dirichlet class number formula" for function fields). Hence
so we have recovered (15) averaged over JC . Still, we need estimates on A0 + . . . + A h for h < N/2, not as h → ∞.
To go further we use the distribution of the λj on the circle |λ| 2 = q. Let αj ∈ R/2πZ be the argument of λj :
It is known that a family of curves C is asymptotically optimal if and only if 1 2g
for each nonzero integer r (see for instance "Remark 1" in [1] ). Thus if C is asymptotically optimal then for any continuous function φ : R/2πZ → C we have 1 2g
where the ar are the Fourier coefficients of φ:
Since log LC (s) = 2g j=1 log(1 − λjq −s ) and
for |z| < q −1/2 , we calculate
for all s in {Re(s) > 1/2}, uniformly in any half-plane Re(s) > σ with σ > 1/2. In particular, since N/g → q 1/2 −1 for our curves, we have
as we claimed in (16).
We can now prove:
Then
We have
for all ρ > 0, with strict inequality if ρ > 2q/(q 2 −1). If C is asymptotically optimal (i.e., if C varies in a family of curves of genus g → ∞ with N ∼ (q 1/2 − 1)g rational points), and for each C we choose h with inf(h/N ) > q/(q 2 − 1), then log M (h, C) is given asymptotically by (9) .
Proof. We estimate the error in (28) using contour integration. By (19) and the discussion around (27) we have
for any r ∈ (q −2 , q −3/2 ). (In fact we obtain (41) for all r ∈ (q −2 , q −1/2 ), but we shall soon need to assume r < q −3/2 .) On the circle |z| = r we have
by (36). We estimate |Z2(z)| by using another contour integral to express Z2(z) in terms of Z1:
Lemma 3. For all z = q −1 with q −2 < |z| < 1 we have
Proof. Consider first z with 0 < |z| < q −2 . For such z we obtain
by integrating termwise the product of the absolutely convergent series (20) for Z1(w) and Z1(z/w). For any z other than 0, q −2 , q −1 , 1, the integrand extends to a meromorphic function on C with simple poles at w = z, qz, 1/q, 1 and a multiple pole at w = 0. The contour in (44) encloses the poles 0, z, qz but not the poles 1/q, 1. Thus analytic continuation gives
for all z / ∈ {q −2 , 1}, for any contour that encloses 0, z, qz but not 1/q, 1. Now when q −2 < |z| < 1 the contour in (43) encloses 0, z, 1/q but not qz, 1. Thus we can evaluate the contour integral in (43) by starting from (45), adding the residue at 1/q, and subtracting the residue at qz. The former residue is −(q 2 /(q − 1)) LC (1)Z1(qz), and the latter is +(q 2 /(q − 1)) LC(1)Z1(qz). This proves (43).
Thus (41) is
We use (36,42) to estimate both parts of this. For the single integral, we find log 2q
Thus the single integral is O(B(2h/N ) N exp o(N )). We shall show that the double integral is exponentially smaller than B(2h/N ) N ; this will prove (39). To estimate the integrand, let w ′ = z/w, so z = ww ′ and log 2q
Here |w| = |w
Thus our proof of (39) will be complete once we show
or equivalently
and this follows from the observation that
It remains to prove (40) and to show that the "main term" in (39) is indeed exponentially larger than the "error term" as long as inf(2h/N ) > 2q/(q 2 − 1). By (36), the main term is
Thus strict inequality in the upper bound (40) is what we need to show that (53) exceeds the "error term". The ratio between B(ρ) and the claimed upper bound is
Trying r = q −2 we find that
so the upper bound holds for all ρ. Moreover the bound is strict if r −ρ/2 (1 − r)/(1 − qr) is a decreasing function of r at r = q −2 . We calculate that the logarithmic derivative of
This is negative once ρ > 2q/(q 2 − 1), so Theorem 1 is proved. 22
The size of individual codes C D (h)
We showed above that #(CD(h) − CD(h − 1)) is (q − 1) times the number of ordered pairs (E + , E − ) of effective degree-h divisors with disjoint supports such that
To prove this we use a known device from analytic number theory: for each character χ of the finite abelian group JC , define
This is the sum of χ(E + − E − ) over all ordered pairs of effective divisors E + , E − of degree h with disjoint supports. From the A h (χ) we can recover A h (D) by the usual formula
When χ is the trivial character (the character sending all of JC to 1), the sum A h (χ) reduces to A h ; we expect that the other A h (χ) will be smaller. As with A h , we analyze the A h (χ) by comparing them with
the sum extending over all pairs of effective divisors D + , D − , whether disjointly supported or not. Again, any such pair is uniquely (E +E + , E +E − ) with E, E + , E − effective divisors such that E + , E − have disjoint supports; and necessarily
Thus we have a convolution formula
generalizing (17) . We deduce that
with Z1(z) = ∞ n=0 Mnz n as above and
We can factor Nn(χ) by writing
Since D ± are not in general divisors of degree zero, this requires that χ be extended from JC to the group Pic(C) of linear equivalence classes of divisors on C of arbitrary degree. For each χ, choose an arbitrary extension of χ to a homomorphism from Pic(C) to the unit circle. [For instance, fix a divisor D1 of degree 1, and let χ(D1) be an arbitrary complex number of norm 1; any such choice of χ(D1) yields a unique extension of χ to Pic(C).] Then
where Mn(χ) is the sum of the values of χ on effective divisors of degree n. [Changing χ(D1) to βχ(D1), for some β ∈ C of norm 1, multiplies Mn(χ) and Mn(χ) by β n and β −n respectively, and thus does not change their product.]
For a nontrivial character χ we have Mn(χ) = 0 for all n > 2g − 2, because by Riemann-Roch each degree-n class in Pic(C) is represented the same number of times in the sum Mn(χ). is a finite sum. This sum, called the L-function associated to χ, is again known to satisfy a Riemann hypothesis, which yields a factorization
for some λj(χ) all of absolute value q 1/2 . Unlike the eigenvalues of Frobenius λj for C, the λj(χ) are of unknown distribution even for an asymptotically optimal C. Thus instead of asymptotic formulas for
we get only an upper bound:
for all z ∈ C. But an upper bound is all we need because |Z1(z, χ)| contributes only to the error terms A h (χ), A h (χ). Since Z1(z, χ) is a polynomial, we need not worry about nonzero poles in the contour integral
for Z2(z, χ), which holds for all z = 0. Therefore
Using contour integration about a circle of radius r to isolate the z h term of (61), we obtain
for any positive r < q −1/2 . Minimizing this over r, summing over the #(JC) choices of χ, and using our known estimates for A h and LC (1), we find:
3 This already suffices to show that as h → ∞ the formula
holds not only on average over D (this average estimate is (28)) but also for each D. We thus recover Schanuel's theorem with a sharp error term. But again our present application requires estimates for h ≪ N , not h → ∞.
for every degree-0 divisor D. There exists a unique
B1(ρ) < q ρ (q + 1)/(q − 1) for all ρ > ρ 1 . If C is asymptotically optimal, and for each C we choose h with inf(2h/N ) > ρ 1 , then log #(CD(h)) is given asymptotically by
Proof. Estimate (74) follows from (58) and the bound (72) on each term with χ nontrivial, together with the facts g/N → κ and
(see (29,36) ). For the remainder term to be exponentially smaller we must have h/N > q/(q 2 − 1) (from Thm. 1) and
The ratio between the two sides is
where again ρ = 2h/N . For all r q −2 , the product (79) exceeds (1 − q −1 )q κ > 1. For r = q −1/2 the product clearly falls below 1 once ρ is large enough. Thus (79) equals 1 for some ρ 1 , with the minimum attained at some r > q −2 ; since (q 2 r) −ρ/2 (1 + r)(1 + √ qr ) 4κ is a decreasing function of ρ for that r, the inequality (78) holds for all 2h/N > ρ 1 . It is not hard to check that ρ1 > 2q/(q 2 − 1) -even the lower bound Since the definition of CD(h) requires 2h < N , we must have ρ < 1, so the threshold ρ 1 is too high for q = 4, 9, 16. For these small q, we get information only about the average size M h (C) of the codes CD(h) with small δ. But it is only for q 49 that any of the algebraic-geometry codes improve on Gilbert-Varshamov. For q = 49 it turns out that ρ 1 is larger than the maximal 2h/N for which M h (C) attains or exceeds the Gilbert-Varshamov bound. For q 64, we find that ρ 1 is within the range of codes whose average size M h (C) improves on Gilbert-Varshamov; thus in each case we have a subrange in which each individual code CD(h) is known to be exponentially larger than the Gilbert-Varshamov bound. As q increases, ρ 1 (q) → 0, so this subrange of 2h/N values covers almost all of (0, 1).
PROBLEMS 3.1 New problems in computational algebraic geometry
A new construction of error-correcting codes automatically raises new decoding problems. When the codes come from algebraic curves, these problems can be stated in terms of the geometry of the curves. For example, for C0(h), the problem of nearest-neighbor decoding is a special case of the following problem: Problem 1. Given: an algebraic curve C of genus g over a field k; a list (P1, . . . , PN ) of k-rational points of C; an N -tuple (w1, . . . , wN ) in (P 1 (k)) N ; and integers h, e 0. Find a rational function f of degree at most h on C such that f (Pi) = wi for each i with at most e exceptions, assuming that at least one such f exists.
Similarly for CD(h):
Problem 1'. Given: an algebraic curve C of genus g over a field k; a divisor D of degree zero on C; a list (P1, . . . , PN ) of k-rational points of C, and functions ϕ i whose divisor has the same order at Pi as D; an N -tuple (w1, . . . , wN ) in (P 1 (k)) N ; and integers h, e 0. Find a rational section f of D of degree at most h on C such that (ϕ i f )(Pi) = wi for each i with at most e exceptions, assuming that at least one such f exists.
By Prop. 1, if 2(h + e) < N then f is uniquely determined; if 2(h + e) equals or exceeds N , but not by too much, one might still hope that there are few enough spurious f that "list decoding" (that is, finding all possible f , not just one) may be feasible as in [10, 15] .
The special case e = 0 of Problem 1 or 1' is the error detection or recognition problem: is a given word in the code? For a Goppa code, the recognition problem is readily solved in time polynomial in the length of the code: the code is linear, so recognition reduces to linear algebra. But the new codes CD(h) are nonlinear, and an efficient error-detection algorithm is not obvious.
Another, possibly even more fundamental, difficulty is enumerating CD(h). To use CD(h) in any error-correcting application other than the highly unlikely application of transmitting the values of a low-degree rational section of D, one must have an efficient means of generating the m-th codeword as a function of m, and of inverting this function to recover the integer m transmitted. For a linear code with a known basis, enumeration is no harder than recognition, but again the problem seems nontrivial for our nonlinear codes CD(h). It is not necessary to enumerate every codeword: if M < #(CD(h)), an efficiently computable and invertible injection from [M ] := {1, . . . , M } to CD(h) would still let us use an M -word subcode of CD(h) for error-resistant communication. But M must not be so much smaller than #(CD(h)) as to reduce the asymptotic transmission rate. Thus we ask: 
Solutions for C of genus zero
We show that both Problems 1 and 2 have polynomial-time solutions when C has genus zero. (In that case, all degreezero divisors are linearly equivalent, so Problems 1 and 1' are equivalent.) This does not directly address the issue of using CD(h) for error-resistant communications, because that application requires curves of large genus; the most direct generalization of our solution to arbitrary C requires exhaustion over JC and thus takes time exponential in the genus. Nevertheless we have hope that our solutions can be adapted to the large-genus case, especially for Problems 1 and 1'. This is because we solve Problem 1 in genus zero by adapting a known algorithm for decoding Reed-Solomon codes. Goppa codes are large-genus generalizations of ReedSolomon codes, and can be decoded efficiently [10, 15] . It may be possible to combine ideas from these decoding algorithms and our genus-zero solution of Problem 1 to solve that Problem in general.
In the genus-zero case, all CD(h) with the same q, h are isomorphic. Thus we may and shall assume D = 0, and call the codes simply "C(h)", suppressing the subscript. This C(h) consists of rational functions in one variable x, evaluated at x = Pi (one of which may be ∞). A rational function f (·) of degree h is a quotient a(x)/b(x) of relatively prime polynomials a, b in x of degree h:
with the leading coefficients a h , b h not both zero. A condition f (Pi) = wi is a homogeneous linear equation in the 2h + 2 coefficients aj, bj. (If wi = ∞ the equation becomes b(Pi) = 0; if Pi = ∞ the equation is a h = wib h if wi is finite, b h = 0 if wi = ∞. 4 ) Thus the recognition problem amounts to solving the N simultaneous linear equations coming from f (Pi) = wi, which we can do in time polynomial in N . We claim that every nonzero solution is proportional to (aj, bj) and thus recovers the function f = a/b, as long as 2h < N -exactly the condition we imposed on h when we defined of C(h). Indeed, suppose (a
, of degree at most 2h, vanishes at all finite Pi, and its x 2h coefficient vanishes if some Pi = ∞. Thus ∆ is identically zero, and f = f ′ as claimed. If f is of degree < h, the same argument shows that the linear equations on aj , bj will have a solution space of dimension h − deg(f ) + 1, and any nonzero solution vector recovers f as a/b. We have thus solved the genus-zero case of Problem 1 for e = 0 and 2h < N .
The same system of simultaneous linear equations with h replaced by h + e also solves the genus-zero case of Problem 1 for any e such that 2(h + e) < N -that is, for all 4 As usual the special cases Pi = ∞, wi = ∞ that appear here and later can be avoided by using homogeneous coordinates on P 1 and regarding f as the quotient of two degree-h homogeneous polynomials in two variables.
e less than half the designed distance N − 2h of the code. To see this, suppose f = a/b differs from the word w in at most e coordinates, and let c(x) be an "error-locating polynomial": a polynomial of degree at most e that vanishes at each finite Pi where f (Pi) = wi. (If one of the errors is at Pi = ∞ then c(x) has degree at most e − 1.) Then the coefficients of the polynomials ac and bc satisfy the linear equations on the coefficients of polynomials of degree h + e whose quotient agrees with w at all Pi. Any solution (a coefficient if some Pi = ∞. Again it follows that ∆ = 0 identically and f = a ′ /b ′ . Thus as claimed we can decode the codes C(h) associated to C = P 1 up to the error-correcting bound 1 2 (N − 1) − h.
In the genus-zero case the enumeration problem also has a polynomial-time solution, even without relaxing it to a large subset of C(h) as in Problem 2. When C = P 1 , the L-function of C is the constant 1, so we know Z1 exactly, and thus also Z2 and A h . We calculate:
whence A h = q 2h + q 2h−1 for h > 0. Since A0 = 1, #(C(h)) = 1 + (q − 1)
(so the asymptotic formula (15) is exact here! 5 ) We next construct a bijection ι from C(h) to a finite field k ′ containing k with degree 2h + 1. Since k ′ is readily enumerated (choose a basis for k ′ as a vector space over its prime field), our bijection will yield a complete enumeration of C(h). To construct ι, fix x0 ∈ k ′ that generates k ′ over k, and define ι(f ) = f (x0) for all f ∈ C(h). Note that f (x0) cannot be ∞, because the denominator of f has degree at most h < [k ′ : k], and thus cannot vanish at x0. Moreover, ι is an injection: if f1, f2 are distinct rational functions of degree at most h we cannot have f1(x0) = f2(x0), because then x0 would be a root of a polynomial of degree at most 2h, and thus could not generate the field extension k ′ /k. Since #(k ′ ) = #(C(h)) it follows that ι is a bijection. To invert ι, we must express any x1 ∈ k ′ as a(x0)/b(x0) for some polynomials a, b of degrees h. This, too, can be done by solving 2h + 1 simultaneous linear equations, and thus in time polynomial in q. For instance, find the intersection of the two k-vector subspaces 
